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----------------------------------------------------------------

 :                           Re:

 :                           Resource links for the

 :                           AWESOME Project

:                           

 Dear ISWI Participant:

I am pleased to forward to you a message that I received

 yesterday from Dr Ben Cotts, who is with the awesome 

 "Global AWESOME Network."  The message is between + and &.

+

------------------------------------------------------

 Dear George,

 Thanks for the email.  We do indeed have a couple resources which we

 circulate for the Global AWESOME Network:

 Our AWESOME website which we support and which all our hosts use:

 http://www-star.stanford.edu/~vlf/awesome

 An overview of the AWESOME/SID receivers and their application to education:

 http://vlf.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/publications/2008-04.pdf

 IEEE Article detailing the AWESOME receiver itself:

 http://vlf.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/publications/2010-01.pdf

Whatever you feel would be most pertinent for the other ISWI members

 would be fine with us.  Hope everything went well at the meeting

 yesterday.

 -Ben

 P.S. My some of the links didn't open properly in my browser window

 but did fine when I downloaded them using the direct link.

------------------------------------------------------

&

The AWESOME Project was first introduced by this newsletter

 in Volume 1, Number 2.  I welcome resource links for other projects 

 and instrument arrays --- so that I can share them with all

 ISWI participants.
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 Cordially yours,

 :        George Maeda

 :        The Editor

 :        ISWI Newsletter


